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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF 

Order Instituting Rulemaking on the » 
Commission's o~~ motion to change 
tho structure of gas utilities' ) 
procurement practices and to propose ) 
refinements to the regulatory ) 
framework for gas utilities. ) 
-----------------------------------) 

ORDER INSTITUTING RULRHAKING 

By this order, we open a rulemaking proceeding which 
seeks to change the structure of gas utilities' procurement 
practices for the noncore market and solicits proposals for 
balanced incentives to provide efficient prOCUrelt1ent and 
transmission service to all customers. This Order Instituting 
Rulemaking (OIR) is the companion to 0.90-01-021 (Interim Order in 
1.86-06-005), issued on January 9, 1990, which sets forth a 
schedule for consideration of cost allocation and rate design 
policy issues in an effort to move forward with long-run marginal 
cost-based ratemaking. Together, these two orders comprise the 
Commission's initiative in response to the mid-course evaluation of 
its natural gas program which began with an en ba6c hearing'on 
November 1, 1989. The decision to move forward with this 
initiative is based on the information received through both oral 
and written comments at the en bane hearing. 

This OIR will be conducted in a somewhat diff~rent manner 
than is usual. Today's order sets forth proposed rules for the gas 
utilities' procurement practices. However, these are not final, 
detailed rules. This order is limited to an outline of a revised 
industry structure. The utilities and other interes~ed parties are 
directed to comment on the proposals of the Commission and to 
propose detailed rules to implement these proposals as written. 
All parties may also submit rUles to implement such other proposals 

~ as they might suggest as alternatives. Following receipt of these 
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initial comments, the Commission will draft a detailed proposed-
rules which will be subject to a final round of initial and reply 
comments. After consideration of those comments, the Co~mlssion 
will issue a ~ecision setting forth the final rules and the gas 
utilities will be ordered to file tariffs consistent with the 
adopted revised industry structure. 

In this order we also include a discussion of various 
incentive mechanisms which the Commission may consider for 
implementation in this or a following proceeding. We request that 
parties comment on these mechanisms, discuss others which they 
would propose, and suggest a procedural schedule for future 
consideration of such mechanis~s by the Corr~ission. 

BACKGROUND 

Since the implementation of our new gas program on May 1, 
1988, parties have raised many concerns regarding its effects • 
Specifically, we have received complaints alleging excessive market 
power of the regulated utilities in gas procurement for the 
noncore, problems with nomination procedures for transporting 
natural gas, and unfair or inefficient cost allocation factors and 
rate design policies. Though we realized that some of these 
problems will be alleviated in the future as we continue to 
implement the individual components of the new gas program, we 
wished to respond to the suggestions and criticisms by initiating a 
mid-course evaluation. 

The mid-course evaluation began with an en bane hearing 
held on November 1, 1989. Preceding that hearing, we as~ed all 
interested parties to submit written comments on a broad set of 
noncore procurement and transmission issues. We received written 
corr~ents from 36 parties and heard oral comments from many of them 
on the day of the hearing. Appendix A to this order contains the 
Notice of En Bane Hearing , the agenda, and the list of parties who 
submitted comments. 

Based on the corr~ents we received, we are concerned that 
the ongoing proceedings will not sufficiently address the 
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struotural problems which exist with the current gas program and 
therefore our objectives for the new gas structure -ffiay be In 
jeopardy. It is with these concerns that we open this OIR and 
issued its companion ordor, 0.90-01-021, in 1.86-06-005. 

INDUSTRY STRUCTURE 

As ~e have made clear in the past, we \\'ould like to see a 
dual market evolve for natural gas service. Specifically, we 
envision a market wherel 

1. The regulated Local Distribution Company (LDC) will 
provide bundled procurement and transportation service to the core 
and those noncore customers who require supply security and may not 
be able to or do not wish to arrange for this service through the 
competitive market. This service will be provided with a high 
degree of reliability, and at reasonable and efficient prices. 

• 2. All noncore customers will have equal access to a 

• 

competitive procurement market where they will have the opportunity 
to choose a certain level of reliability and obtain it at 
competitive prices. Marketers, brokers, producers, customers, and 
unregulated affiliates of the LDCs would have equal access to 
compete in this market. 

Although these goals are not entirely new for the 
Commission, we believe that modifications to the industry structure 
are necessary in order to achieve them. We no longer believe that-
the regulated utility serves a necessary role in-the noncore 
procurement market. Further, we believe that access to gas 
transportation would be improved by removing the regulated utility 
from the noncore procurement business. Utilities should be able to 
create separate, unregulated affiliates to compete in the noncore 
procurement market, but such affiliates would only be able to 
obtain access to transmission and storage services on exactly the 
same basis as their competitors in the procurement market. 
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We also believe that some of the problems that exist in 
the current industry struoture may be due to core~electlon. For 
many noncore customers, especially in the PGSS servico territory, 
core-election does not simply provide a bundled service .for 
customers who do not care to participate in the competitive market. 
Rather, it has become a way to gain transmission access to less-
expensive supply sources. An argument can be made that this is a 
problem fundamentally related to capacity constraints, not the 
structure of the core-elect system itself. If noncore custorr.ers 
choose between core-elect and noncore service on the basis of price 
and transmission priority, however, then core-election does not 
just serve the ·safety net· function the Corrnission initially 
envisioned for it. It also provides the regulated utilities with 
an advantage in marketing gas. We conclude that more structural 
changes are required to ensure that the competitive procurement 
market is aenabled- by the assurance of equal access to 
transmission and storage for all noncore market participants_ 

As we stated above, core-election was primarily intended 
to provide a safety net for noncore customers who did not wish to 
enter the competitive markets. We now believe that the best way to 
provide service to customers who do not wish to make their own 
procurement choices is to require them to be core customers for a 
specified length of time. In this way the commitment to become a 
core customer will hinge on the value of long-term service 
reliability to the customer and not on short-term gas price or 
transmission access considerations. 

We have frequently stated our view that transmission 
~ccess should be addressed through an unbundled capacity ~llocation 
mechanism such as brokering_ We continue to desire prompt 
implementation of such a brokering system. Brokering will indeed 
play an indispensible role 1n the market structure we discuss in 

-this order. We recognize, however, that the changes we are 
proposing to noncore procurement will seriously color the parties' 
views of the best sys~em for brokering. We expect that the 
proposals discussed herein will substantially alleviate the 
concerns of many brokers, shippers and producers that the gas 
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utilities would unfairly dominate a brokerage system with their 
core-elect and noncore nominations, As a result, we concur with 
tho Administrativo Law Judge's decision to cancel the hearings set 
for capac.ity brokering in R. 88-08-018. We will order those 
proceedings reconvened to consider prompt adoption of a brokering 
system as soon as the market structure changes at issue in this 
proceeding have become clear enough to pel~it parties to take them 
into consideration in developing their brokering proposals. 

With the above modifications to industry structure, ~e 
believe that \-o°e will be in the best position to proceed \'lith a 
pipeline capacity allocation mechanism which rationally allocates 
existing capacity for noncore.customers. The structure will also 
be consistent with the increasing competition which will accompany 
any new pipeline capacity to California. In a final order issued 
today in our pipeline investigation (1.88-12-027), we have made 
findings on the need for new pipeline capacity and stated our 
intent to rely on competitive forces to determine the pipeline 
projects which will be constructed, once certain minimum regulatory 
conditions have been satisfied. One of those conditions is a 
requirement that capacity brokering be permitted on all new 
pipeline facilities serving California. It is important, 
obviously, that consistent brokering programs are in place for both 
new and existing pipelines to avoid any distortions in the more 
competitive markets that will accompany the new industry structure. 

PROPOSED CHANGES TO INDUSTRY STRUCTURE 

Outline of proposed Rules 
1) 

2) 

Discontinue~he noncore portfolio 6f the regulated LDCs. 
They will offer gas to their procurement customers from a 
single portfolio at a single price. 

Unregulated affiliates will be allowed to participate in 
the noncore procurement market under specific conditions 
includinqt 

a) They will be structurally separated from the LDC, 
with necessary requirements to prevent cross-
subsidization of unregulated activities. 
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3) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

They will b~ treated the same as other unregulated 
gas marketers, brokers, etc. by th& regulated utility 
in all transactions inoludlng pipeline nominations, 
and access to. storage, firo capaoity, and 
information about customer demand and capacity 
availability. 

Costs from the afflliate will not be allocated to 
core rates or noncore transportation rates. 

Corr~ission staff will have access to all records of 
the affiliato. 

Discontinue the current core-elect option and th~refore 
the portfolio switching ban. ~his will b~ replaced by 
the option for noncore customers to become core customers 
for a signlficant time commitment. These ,customers will 
be able to purchase bundled core service from the LDC for 
all or part of their demand under specific terms set by 
the COIlLTnission: 

a) A minimum corrnitment (to be set between 3 and 5 
years). 

b) 

c) 

A take-or-pay obligation on the annual corr~itted 
quantity (to be set between 50% and 80%). 

Core transmission rates. An equivalent price will be 
charged for equivalent service. 

4) Utility Electricity Generation (UEG) departments of 
combined utilities will be required to set up a gas 
purchasing department separate from the core gas 
procurement department. Following a period of transition 
(see p. 14), this department will operate under the 
following rulest 

5) 

a) 

b) 

c) 

The UEG department of a combined utility will be 
allowed to purchase core service, on the same terms 
as other noncore customers, for some portion of their 
demand (a maximum amouht, t9 be se~ by the Commission 
between 25% and 50%). The Commiss1on feels that the 
lower end of this range may be more appropriate under 
our restructuring effort. 

The UEG will have the same access to pipeline 
capacity or storage as any other noncore customer. 

The UEG's gas purchasing department may buy from an 
affiliate of the regulated utility if one exists. 

LDCs will provide balancing service for the noncore. 
Transportation imbalances up to the lower of 5% of 
customer nominations or 30,000 Dthms/month may be carried 
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6) 

7) 

forward without charge, provided that they are made up 
within 4S days of notification. Negative imbalancos not 
made up in that time will be subject to tho:_rat~charged 
for noncore standby service. Standby service will be 
provided on a best-efforts basis. The utility will have 
no obli<Jation to obtain any given level of gas supplies 
to provl.de such service. Positive imbalances not made up 
in that time will be purchased by the LDC at a rate equal 
to 95\ of the system average cost of gas. 

Negative imbalances in excess of the lower of 5\ of 
customer nominations or 30,000 Dthms/month will be 
considered standby service. When standby gas is 
available, LDCs will charqe a rate equal to the cost of 
the incremental core gas supply during that month plus 
10% for this service. Standby gas sales \'iill be the 
lowest priority, after all core obligations have been 
met. The existing end use priority system will determine 
curtailGent order within the core. When demand for 
standby gas service exceeds supply, the existing noncore 
priority system will allocate service. For positive 
imbalances, the LDC \'lill purchase all deliveries in 
excess of the lower of 5% or 30,000 Dthms/month over a 
customer's nominations at a rate equal to 95% of the 
system weighted average cost of gas • 

LDCs will not be allowed to sell excess core gas to the 
noncore. Shareholders will be responsible for cost 
incurred from committing to excess core gas unless it is 
injected into storage for core procurement customers. 

Discussion 
For months we have heard complaints about the inability 

of noncore customers, producers, and marketers to effectively 
compete in the noncore procurement market. The reason most cited 
is the inability of the noncore to gain access to firm 
transportation capacity. Parties have alleged that this is caused 
by four factorst 1) real or perceived abuses by LDCs in the 
noncore procurement market, 2) monopoly control of access to 
Canadian gas, exacerbated by the situation with core-elect, 3) lack 
of a market-based system to allocate capacity, and 4) an absolute 
need for new pipeline capacity. We have moved forward to address 
the need for new pipeline capacity in 1.88-12-027 and will continue 
t~ seek a market-based capacity allocation program in R.8S-0S-0l8. 
As we stated earlier, we believe that progress toward a capacity 
allocation system may be hindered by the LDCs' role in the noncore 
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procurement market. Further, it is our view that the industry 
structure issue must be close to re~olutlon before we can continue 
with capacity brokering hearings. 

LDCs Out of Noncore Procurement. The corr~ents received 
at the November I, 1989 en banc hearing reaffirmed our belief that 
procurement is a competitive service for noncore customers. We are 
distressed that the current industry structure is hindering the 
developffient of a competitive market for noncore procurenent 
service. Though en banc comments do not prove LDCs to be at fault 
for abusive procurement practices, we believe that even perceptions 
of these practices hinder the development of this market. Further, 
we believe that any benefits associated with allowing a regulated 
entity to remain in this competitive market are far outweighed by 
these costs. Our firm view is that the regulated LDCs should be 
removed from the noncore procurement market. 

Unregulated Affiliatesl We believe that unregulated, 
structurally separated affiliates should be allowed to compete in 
the noncore procurement market under specific conditions. This 
belief is tempered by our concern that these conditions might 
permit self-dealing and marketing abUses by the LDC's. This would 
undermine our efforts in this proceeding to foster a competitive 
market. Strict requirements therefore will be necessary to prevent 
cross-subsidization of unregulated affiliate activities. We are 
aware of the FERCts efforts to control abuses by interstate 
pipeline marketing affiliates and have studied the safeguards 
subsequently adopted for that purpose. l Given our concerns and 
the experience of the FERC, we have outlined the general 
requirements w~ think should condition the creation of unregulated 
affiliates. We are interested in the comments of all parties on 
these and any other requirements which might be necessary to 
prevent abuse through affiliate transactions. 

1 See FERC Order No. 497-A, Inquiry into Alledged Anticompetitive 
Practices Related to Marketing Affiliates of Interstate Pipelines, 
Docket No. RM87-5-000 1 issued December 15, 1989, 54 Federal 
Register 52,781 (December 22, 1989). 
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Supply Security through Bundled Core Servicol We 
understand that for a variety of reasons, some noncore customers' 
may not wish or be able to arrange for 9as service through the 
competitive rn~rket. We feel strongly that these customers should 
be able to obtain reliable bundled service from the LDC at 
reasonable and efficient prices if they so desire. At the same 
time, we understand that the current core-elect portfolio has 
attracted other customers, seeking access to firm capacity to 
access cheaper supply sources. This situation has 9iven PG&E a 
virtual monopoly over access to Canadian gas and therefore a huge 
advantage over other competitors in the noncore procurement market 
in its service territory. If Southwest gas were to become 
relatively less expensive, it is conceivable that the same 
situation would occur in Southern California, Ne now believe that 
the current core-elect option is not the appropriate way to serve 
those noncore customers seeking the ease and reliability of core 
service • 

As we have outlined above, we assert that the appropriate 
way to address this situation is to require that these customers 
become core customers for a significant time corr~itment. Customers 
who choose to make this commitment might be called the 
-subscription core-, Our goal is to create an option with 
conditions onerous enough to discourage price chasing, but which 
are reasonable and efficient for security-seeking noncore 
customers_ We believe that the rules outlined above, combined with 
a capacity allocation system and new pipeline capacity, will set up 
the appropriate structure, Though we think that a significant time 
commitment and take-or-pay requirement are integral to t~is 
structure, we are open as to the specific levels to be adopted. 
The ranges in the proPosed outline indicate our current judgment as 
to reasonable levels. Finally, we defer firm commitment to any 
specific cost allocation methodology- D.90-01-021 set forth a 
schedule to consider cost allocation and rate design issues in a 
separate proceeding_ We do not believe it premature to state our 
firm guiding principle, however~ an equivalent price should be 
charged for equivalent service. 
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UEG Departments of Co.blned utilities. Utility electric 
generation customers, whether separate utilities or olectric 
depart~ents of combined utilities, are the gas systems' largest 
customers. We believe that an indu~try structure that treats UEGs 
solely as noncore customers will most effectively achieve the goals 
stated above. This would mean that UEGs would face the same 
procurement choices as other noncore customers (including the 
option to corr~it to the asubscription corea). 

Equal treatment would also mean that USGs could not have 
superior access to capacity under our final capacity brokering 
system. Electric departments of combined utilities holding rights 
to interstate capacity could not be assigned those rights except 
through the workings of an open capacity brokering mechanism. If 
we fail to ensure that all noncore market participants have equal 
access to capacity, we suspect that many of the benefits of open 
access transportation, and the generally more open and flexible 
industry structure, will flow into the hands of the few UEGs, 
rather than the many noncore customers. Some benefits, such as 
greater price competition within individual producing regions, 
might not materialize at all. 

Despite our desire to position UEGs as precisely equal to 
other rtoncore customers as possible, we are wary of creating a 
structure which allows electric departments of combined utilities 
to become core customers of their own ga~ departments. Our 
experience with the operations of the gas systems since the 
implementation of our new gas structure has taught us that great 
scope exists for utilities to be perceived to be using their 
control over the operations of the systems to favor one group over 
another. Whether this abuse actually occurs or not, we believe 
that the mere perception of its possibility will continue to 
undermine our new structure if we allow electric departments of 
combined utilities to buy all of their procurement services 
directly from the associated 9as department as core customers. 
Further, we believe UEGs to be the most sophisticated gas users, 
quite capable of contracting themselves for the supply and capacity 
rights which core service provides. 
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At the same tirr.e, we must pay ctrict attention to our 
responsibility to protect the customers of the UEGs. Under any gas 
structure we implement, we raust be assured that UEGs will have 
access to gas sorvice which is as reliable as that which the 
regulated gas utility would provide. We are acutely aware that 
UEGs have an obligation to serve at reasonable rates. Further, 
UEGs are increasingly subject to air quality restrictions which 
limit their fuel use options. For these reasons, along with our 
objective to equalize UEGs with other noncore customers, we are 
reluctant to entirely prohibit electric departments of combined 
utilities from becoming core customers of their own gas 
departments. 

Faced with competing objectives, we suggest a compromise 
in our outline of proposed rules. Our proposal would allow 
electric departments of conbined utilities to purchase a set 
percentage of their total demand from their own gas departments as 
core service. We believe that a reasonable percentage may be 
bet~een 25% and 50% of total demand, though we are open to other 
suggestions. We have chosen a percentage higher than the minimum 
amount necessary for igniter fuel because ~e believe that UEGs, 
like all other noncore customers, should be able to choose to 
become core customers to diversify their gas supply portfolio. 
Electric departments of combined utilities may, if they wish, 
purchase any amount of procurement services from unregulated 
affiliates of the parent company. We believe this to be a workable 
solution to address the situation described above. We welcome 
alternate solutions, especially ones which allow for equal 
treatment for all noncore customers. We a~e particularly 
interested in hearing the views of the respondents and interested 
parties on this issue. 

We are aware of the contention that this policy may 
expose PG&E to take-or-pay liability under its agreements with PGT 
and Alberta and Southern (A&S). We request that parties co~~ent on 
whether renegotiation of those agreements to reflect the new rnar~et 
structure is both possible and desirable, as well as whether there 

~ will be take-or-pay expenditure. Additionally, we note that to 
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date PG&E has excluded PGT from its capacity brokering proposals. 
It should be clear that we regard capacity brokering as a necessary 
and positive development for all interstate systems serving 
California. Brokering of PGT capacity ,by PG&E should form an 
important part of any future agreements with PGT and A&S. We'also 
note that capacity brokering on the entire PGT system will be 
required as a minimum condition for Commission support of any 
expansion of the PGT system. See the discussion in our final order 
in 1.88-12-027, also issued today, regarding capacity brokering on 
new pipeline facilities. 

Balancing, Standby, and Excess Core Gasa No matter how 
regulators and the marketplace set the relationships among 
customers, utilities, producers, and all the interests in the gas 
industry, the fact remains that the LDC's gas control room is and 
will continue to be the focus of physical control ovnr the system. 
Customers can arrange uith marketers and pipelines to move gas to 
the California border, but the LOG ensures that pressures are high 
enough throughout its distribution network to provide service on 
demand. Small variations will occur between what an end-user 
nominates and what arrives at the California border. A balancing 
service is entirely appropriate for the LDC to provide to help 
smooth out, within prescribed limits, these day-to-day variations 
bet~een plans and circumstances. In the outline of rules above, we 
propose a fairly limited amount of balancing service which would be 
provided at no charge. We believe that customers should be given 
appropriate incentives to manage their monthly gas nominations and 
takes. We wish to parallel the rules which the Federal Energy 
RegulAtory Commission implements for interstate pipelines. Our 
proposed rules are generally consistent with rules which have been 
filed in the Transwestern general rate case currently before the 
FERC. 2 

2 See Transwestern's filing in FERC Docket Nos. RP89-222-000, 
RP89-222-001, and RP89-48-000. 
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At times customers will experience more than the normal, 
small variation in nominations and border deliveries. Again, it is 
appropriate for the LDC to provide a backup, or standby source of 
gas supply in these cases, if for no other reason than the 
difficulty and expense of shutting off gas flows to those customers 
experiencing large negative imbalances for whatever reason. Our 
pr6posed rules also allow LOCs to be standby ·purchasers· for 
excess positive imbalances a customer might experIence. Our 
standby proposal is designed to provIde this servIce without 
placing the LDC's core customers in the position of subsidizing the 
noncore or providing noncore customers an incentive to overly rely 
on it. t-:e ask parties to comment on \"hether ,,'e should consider 
imposing a penalty on customers which habitually take standby 
service from the LOC. 

We have wrestled for nearly t\ .. o years nO\"l with the 
difficult questions surrounding the marketing of excess core 
supplies, and have found them to be among the more difficult we 
have had to face. Under the structure we propose today, we again 
must grapple with whether to a11m., the LDCs to sell core gas to 
non-core customers when core loads cannot absorb core supplies. 

We propose to forbid such marketing because the 
fundamental tenet of today's order is the desirability of removinq 
the LDCs entirely from non-core procurement, and we are concerned 
that excess core supply marketing is a backdoor approach to 
maintaining LDC presence in that market. Under well-developed 
risk-management approaches to portfolio construction, LDCs should 
rarely if ever find themselves unable to make a core sale or inject 
their mon~hly core deliveries; should that occur, we would suspect 
that long-term supplies might form too high a percentage of the 
core portfolio. We are aware of the argument that this policy may 

. cause LDCs to rely too heavily on short-term supplies and welcome 
suggestions on how to avert this situation. We believe it is 
essential that LDCs balance their reliance on long-term and short-
term gas supplies for core customers • 
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Transition. l-:oving from the existing policies to tho 
ones proposed here will be difficult. ~e invite interested parties 
to comment on the proper sequence, timing, and procedures for 
irnple~enting our new pOlicies. Broadly, ~e expect to order 
implementation of our final rules on the effective date of a final 
capacity brokering program, or on some specified date, no longer 
than one year from today, whichever is sooner. As ~e already 
stated, we intend to reactivate our capacity brokering proceeding 
when we issue proposed final rules in this Rulemaking. 

Our proposed policy on the amount of -subscription core-
service to which UEG departments of combined utilities will be 
allm\'ed to conullit nay be particularly difficult to transition. Ne 
will not be precipitous in implementing any rule on this issue. 
We invite comments from all interested parties on the appropriate 
policy, the proper coordination with a capacity allocation 
mechanism and new pipeline capacity to California, and a reasonable 
schedule for implementation • 

Comments I Though \-le are firmly committed to the goal of 
a -dual market- we articulated above, we encourage a broad range of 
co~~ents on the policies we have proposed to achieve them. We 
invite all parties also to suggest innovative alternates to those 
policies, implementation procedures, and to advise us of any 
unforseen effects on related issues. Though we invite parties to 
comment as broadly as they wish, we would like to emphasize that 
the respondents to this Rulemaking MUST comment on the policies we 
propose here and propose detailed rules for their implementation. 

INCBNTIVRS 

The Commission is interested in exploring and possibly 
adopting new incentive mechanisms in this rulemaking. We are 
particularly interested in mechanisms which provide both positive 
and negative incentives to promote efficiency in core gas 
procurement and nongas costs. As a matter of policy, we prefer 
balanced incentives which have symmetrical upside and downside risk 
and which match the interests of shareholders with the interests of 
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ratepayers, With such incentives, we believe that utility 
management is more effectively challenged to pursue oppOrtunit~es 
for increased efficiency. These mechanisms should mitigate the 
need to rely solely on reasonableness reviews to assure just and 
reasonable rates. 

We are concerned that the current regulatory st~~cture 
may rely too heavily on negative incentives to promote efficiency. 
We therefore invite parties to propose balanced incentive 
mechanisms and detailed rules for imple~entation in addition to 
their comments on changes to industry structure. 

Core Gas Procurement 
The prudency of core gas purchases is reviewed through 

reasonableness reviews. 
sell to core customers, 
in a balancing account. 
recover the cost of all 

Currently, when utilities purchase gas to 
the resulting costs and revenues are placed 
This account ensures that utilities 

prudent gas purchases~ despite the gas 
prices and volumes forecasted in the Annual Cost Allocation 
Proceedings (ACAPs). If a utility buys gas at a lower cost than 
forecasted in the ACAP, utility shareholders must return these 
savings to ratepayers. Similarly, shareholders are not penalized 
if prudently incurred gas costs are higher than forecasted. 

In this regulatory structure, utilities face only a 
negative incentive to minimize the cost of reliable gas supplies 
for the core. If any core gas purchases are found to be imprudent, 
the Commission may adopt a disallowance. The utility is not 
rewarded for good performance in core 9as purchases. Some parties 
argue that. this encourages utilities to be risk averse. 

We note two possible mechanisms which might provide 
balanced incentives for efficient core gas procurementt an Annual 
Gas Rate (AGR), and a partially indexed gas rate. We invite 
parties to propose and evaluate other incentives mechanisms, but we 
particularly desire comments on these alternatives. 

Annual Gas Rate I An AGR could be instituted as an 
incentive for LDCs to minimize core gas costs just as the Annual 
Energy Rate (AER) is currently used as an incentive to minimize. 
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fuel and purchased power costs for eleotric utilities. ~he AER is 
an annually sot rate designed to recover approximately 10\ of these 
Co~~ission adopted fuel costs, without balancing account protection 
for the utility. If a utility spends mo~e on fuel and purchased 
power than is forecasted, its shareholders forfeit the dIfference 
on the portion of costs covered by the AER. If a utility spends 
less than forecasted, its shareholders keep the difference. The 
AER fraction is set at a level such that there would be a 
significant but reasonable amount of financial risk for utilities. 
Adopted fractions range from 8 to 22% depending on the electric 
utility. 

Utilities recover the rest of their fuel and purchased 
power costs through Energy Cost Adjustment Clause (ECAC) balancing 
account rates. One advantage is that when shareholders benefit 
through the AER mechanism, ratepayers also benefit because lower 
total fuel costs create a refund for them in the ECAC balancing 
account. In this way shareholder and ratepayer interests are 
united. 

Although the AER provides the correct incentives in 
theory, it has a number of disadvantages. First, its existence 
makes fuel and power purchase forecasts controversial in ECAC 
proceedings. Similarly, an AGR could make core gas cost forecasts 
more controversial in ACAPs. Second, annual readjusting of the AER 
distorts the effects of the incentive mechanism with regard to long 
run contracts. All of the associated savings or prudently incurred 
costs after the first year accrue to ratepayers when the AER is 
adjusted in the next ECAC proceeding. Finally, when major 
uncertainties that are out of the utilities' management control 
have arisen, utilities have successfully petitioned the Commission 
to suspend the incentive mechanism and reinstate full balancing 
account treatment. 

We invite comments on the advantages and disadvantages of 
an AGR mechanism for core gas purchases. In particular we are 
inter~sted in the appropriate level of financial risk, the 
effective time period for the AGR, the appropriate percentage of 
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gas costs to be covered by the AGR, and'any other features that 
would help make an AGR an effective and balanced incentIve. 

Indexed Gas CostSI This mechanism would provide for core 
gas rates that change according to an index. For ratemaklng 
purposes, a percentage or a specific quantity of core gas costs 
could be indexed to a general gas purchase price index. This index 
might be, for example, a national or North American city gate 
average cost of gas. The portion of gas costs tied to an index 
would be removed fro~ balancing account treatment. It would be set 
in the ACAP forecast to equal the price of or change at the same 
rate as the index, regardless of utility or California-specific 
conditions. This is a balanced incentive mechanism. If the 
utility makes purchases that are more costly, on average, 
shareholders forfeit the difference. Conversely, if the utility 
oakes purchases that are less costly, on average, the shareholders 
keep the difference. An advantage of this mechatdsm is that less 
costly purchases would also lower the average cost of core gas. 
This wquld benefit core ratepayers through the balancing account. 
The indexed portion of core gas costs could be made permanent, or 
instituted for a fixed number of years. A multi-year co~mitment to 
a particular index is important to prevent gaming ~n the choice of 
the index. This mechanism should give utilities an incentive to 
construct core portfolios which minimize long run gas costs. 

As with the AGR alternative, Ke invite parties to comment 
on this alternative and to propose, if the commission were to adopt 
partially indexed core ~~s costs, how the incentive should be 
constrt:cted, what amoun·:~ of core gas should be subject' to the 
index, \<lhat: should t.h8 index be, and for how long the mechanism 
should remain in placo. 

Nongas Costs 
The Comrni 'sion currently has two incentive mechanisms in 

place for the utilit~es to minimize nongas costs. The first is 
future test-year ratexaking. With this mechanism, foreca~ted base 
rates are used to adopt a forecast of nongas costs for a future 
test year. We use these forecasts to set rates in general rate 
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cases which are effectivo for three years. These rates are changed 
only by limited operational and financial attrition deoisions each 
year. If the utility is inefficient and spends ttore than 
forecasted, it is limite~ in ita ability to seek rate relief until 
the next rate case proceeding. If the utility is efficient and 
lowers costs, shareholders accrue the economic profits until rates 
are set again in the next general rate case. Future test year 
ratecaking therefore provides a balanced incentive to reduce nonqas 
costs, though the incentive is limited because any cost 
differentials are shifted to ratepayers in the next rate case. 

The Commission adopted the second incentive mechanisn in 
the new gas regulatory framework (D.86-1~-009, 0.87-12-039). The 
Commission allocates only a portion of the utilities' rates of 
return to core rates. They must recover the remaining return in 
noncore gas transportation rates. If noncore transportation rates 
are too high, non core customers may switch to alternate fuels, 
depriving the shareholder of part of their return. There is a 
balanced incentive for utilities to maximize noncore transportation 
volumes. If they exceed the forecast adopted in the ACAP, their 
shareholders benefit. If transportation volumes fall below the 
forecast, shareholders lose. This provides an incentive to 
minioize the nongas costs that are allocated to the noncore and 
included in transportation rates. When the utilities minimize such 
costs in order to be competitive with alternate fuels, these cost 
reductions also benefit core customers. Noncore transportation 
costs and revenues are subject only to partial balancing account 
treatment through the Negotiated Revenue Stability Account (NRSA). 
NRSA provides a ·safety net- by mitiqating very large differentials 
from forecasted costs. This account is set to expire in May 1990~ 

We ask parties to co~~ent on whether these two incentives 
should be continued in their present form. We also ask parties to 
consider how the {ollowing three proposals might work alone or in 
concert with one another or the mechanisms currently in place. 

Multi-year ACAPsl Under the current regulatory 
structure, a utility'S incentive to maximize transportation volumes 
is diminished by the short time period between ACAPs. If a utility 
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successfully increases noncoro transportation volumes in a year, 
thereby increasing returns to shareholders,- those increases are 
conceptually incorporated into the next ACAP forecast. Some of the 
benefit of the increased volumes then flows to noncore customers. 
Even the competitive advantage of lower noncore costs could be 
decreased as higher volumes allocate more nongas costs to the 
noncore. One proposal ~o address these problems is to extend the 
period between cost allocation proceedings to two or three years. 
We invite comments on the advantages and disadvantages of 
implementing such a plan. 

Base Rate Indexing. Indexing was described above as a 
balanced incentive mechanism to promote efficient core gas 
procurement. Similarly, it could be used to provide an incentive 
to minimize nongas costs. This approach has been recently adopted 
for phone companies because we saw major benefits due to more 
balanced incentives, less litigation, matching with competitive 
developments, and a guarantee that productivity benefi~s would be 
shared by ratepayers (D.89-10-03l). We realize that the gas and 
telecommunications industries are quite different, and we urge 
parties to identify reasons why this approach mayor may not be 
advantageous for the natural gas industry. 

Risk Sharing Mechanisms. Full balancing account 
treatment and full rate indexing represent different ends of a risk 
and return spectrum. Balancing accounts provide minimal risk and 
minimal opportunity for improved earnings. Indexed rates provide 
greater earning opportunities but also greater risks. Any 
incentive mechanism which puts the utility at some level of risk 
for its transportation volumes may need a countervailing financial 
safety net which is triggered under certain extreme conditions. 
Such a net was created when the Commission adopted the NRSA, 
mentioned above. The purpose of this account has been to preven~ 
both ratepayers and shareholders from experiencing large gains or 
losses from the lack of balancing account treatment for rioncore 
transportation costs and revenues during a period of transition. 
The NRSA has effectively banded the effect that current incentive 
mechanisms could have on utilities' returns to a 300 basis point 
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difference from the authori2ed level. The NRSA Is set to expire 
Hay 1, 1990. We invite parties to comment on whether such a safety 
net is necessary in conjunction with or without balanced incentive 
mechanisms. We note th~t during the initial year of our new 
pro9ram, both SooSE and SoCalGas demonstrated-the ability to meet 
or slightly exceed their throughput targets, and thus recovered 
additional earnings on non-core transmission. PGSE, largely as the 
result of a forecasting error, experienced the maximum revenue 
loss. 

Conservation and Promoting Gas Use 
There is increasing concern about meeting air quality 

standards in California's south Coast Air Basin as well as the 
Central Valley and the Bay Area. As discussed above, the current 
and proposed incentive mechanisms promote the use of natural gas by 
noncore customers. When gas usage displaces the use of alternate 
fuels there are air pollution control benefits, as 9as is a cleaner 
burnin9 fossil fuel. We recognize thou9h, that these incentives to 
promote gas usage give utilities a disincentive to promote 
efficiency improvements by noncore customers. Natural 9as 
conservation also has significant air pollution benefits and we are 
committed to reinvigorating the energy conservation pr09rams of all 
regulated utilities. 

This situation calls for an incentive mechanism which 
will promote gas usage by noncore customers vis-a-vis alternate 
fuels and at the same time promote efficient gas use. Given the 
potentially contradictory nature of these objectives we believe 
that such an incentive mechanism would be difficult if not 
impossible to construct. We may therefore be forced to place a 
higher priority on one of the two objectives. 

We are inclined to maintain an incentive structure which 
ties LDC earnings to throughput to increase noncore transportation 
volumes. If utilities were not given an incentive to promote gas 
usage by noncore customers, the use of more pollutirtg fuels would 
increase and average gas rates would rise. Further, noncore 
customers are generally profit motivated businesses which have the 
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resources to make cost effective energy usage decisions. We will 
consider comments,' however, on the desirability of instituting 
balancing account treatment of noncore transportation costs and 
revenues in order to promote .gas conservation. 
welcome any suggestions on how we might promote 
a-vis alternate fuels and efficient gas use. 

SCHHDUL.E 

We would JUOst 
both gas usage vis-

This rulemaking will proceed according to the following 
schedule with procedural dates for the second round of comments to 
be determined in a subsequent ordera 

1. February 7, 1990& Co~~ission serves order on respondents 
and appearances in R.88-0S-018 and I.S6-06-005. 

2. March 23, 1990. Respondents and interested parties file 
co~~ents with the Co~mission. 

3. Commission issues proposed rules. 

4. Respondents and interested parties file comments and 
reply comments with the Commission. 

5. cow~ission adopts final rules. 

IT IS ORDERED that t 
1. The following utilities are respondents to this 

rulemakingt Pacific Gas and Electric Company, Southern California 
Gas Company, and San Diego Gas and Electric Company. The Executive 
Director shall serve a copy of this order on each respondent, as 
well as on all appearances in R.SS-OS-Ol8 and 1.86-06-005. 

2. The respondents and interested parties shall file an 
original and twelve copies of their comments with our Docket Office 
by March 23, 1990, forty five days from the effective date of this 
order. Comments shall be served on the respondents and on the 
appearances·in R.SS-OS-018 and I.S6-06-005. All parties filing 
comments shall attach a certificate of service to the comments 
which are tendered to the Docket Office. There will be no reply 
comments. 
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3. The proper scope of any corr~ents filed in this proceeding 
shall ce detailed rules consistent with th~ outline of proposed 
changes to industry structure as desoribed in this order. parties 
proposing alternate industry structures, if they expect them to 
receive serious considetation, must submit detailed rules for 
implementation which are consistent with that structure. 

4. Parties are invited to propose balanced incentive 
mechanisms, specific rules for their implementation, and a 
procedural schedule for their consideration. 

S. The service list for this rulemaking 1s appended to this 
order. 

This orderFts effective today. 
Dated B 7 1990 ,at San Francisco, California 

I will file a written concurring opinion. 
/s/ G. MITCHELL tULK 

President 
I will file a written concurring opinion.-

/s/ FREDERICK R. nUDA 
Con.TLlissioner 

G. MiTCHELL. WILK 
President 

FREDERICK R. CUDA 
ST M~LEY W. HULETT 
JOHN B. OH."-NfAN 
PATRICIA M. ECKERT 

Commissioners 

I CERTTlfY THAT THIS DECISION 
WAS APPROVED BY THe ABOVE 

;;:;:R~~ 
'VESLfY fM~!;~~ _.A~lIlj . f..X~Vf!VO Dire,tQ{ 

~ 
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1. Notice of November 1, 1909 En Bane Hearing 

2. Agenda and Questions for Panelists at En Bane Hearing 

3. Written Comments Sub~itted for En Bane Hearing 
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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

NOT ICE o F E n BAN C 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Corr~ission believes it is time to conduct a mid-
course evaluation of its natural gas program. The current 
regulatory framework, the product of a series of investigations and 
rulernakings beginning in 19S4, has been in place since May I, 1985. 
At that time, the gas transportation function was unbundled from 
the gas procurereent function for noncore customers in California, 
allowing noncore customers to purchase gas from a variety of 
sources. The program has increased competition for the provision 
of natural gas to noncore customers and has given regulated natural 
gas utilities incentives to operate more efficiently. For core 
customers, the natural gas utility continues to procure and 
transport gas under traditional regulation. 

Much progress has been made, but the program is still 
evolving and may require changes to make it better. Complaints 
have been raised which includet excessive market power of the 
regulated utilities in gas procurement for the noncore, unfair or 
inefficient cost allocation factors, and problems with nomination 
procedures for transporting natural gas. 

Some of these problems will be solved in the near future 
as developments in the new gas program continue to be implemented. 
Outstanding issues in the gas procurement rulernaking (R.8S-0S-018) 
still exist. As part of that proceeding, hearings will be held 
dUring December 1989 and January 1990 to determine methods of 
allocating firm pipeline capacity. The Commission's gas storage 
banking program (1.87-03-036) will continue to be conducted as a 
pilot program for another year. As part of the afine tuning- of 
the gas storage program, workshops are scheduled in October 1989. 
Finally, the Commission is conducting an ongoing investigation to 
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determine the need for new pipeline capaoity to California. 
Proposals for new capaoity are currently under consideration and 
furthor hearings are scheduled for October 1989. 

Muc~ of California's 9as program also hinges on the 
actions of tho Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The 
FERC's decisions allowing customer-owned transportation and open-
access pipelines paved the way for the new industry structure in 
California. Until the FERC approves a method for allocating firm 
pipeline capacity at the interstate level, however, California 
noncore 9as customers will not have a satisfactory method of 
obtaining desired levels of transportation reliability. 

The Co~~ission is committed to implementing the essential 
structure of the new gas program. Rather than wait for the 
conclusion of these existing proceedings, however, the Corrmission 
would like to respond to the suggestions and criticisms that have 
been made by beginning an evaluation process. Such an evaluation 
has the benefit of giving the Commission a comprehensive overview 
of the existing program and the mark~t outside the framework of 
existing formal proceedings. 

The Coromission will begin its mid-course evaluation with 
an en bane hearing beginning at 9:30 a.m. on November I, 1989, to 
be heid in the Commission Auditorium, 505 Van Ness Avenue, San 
FranCisco, CA 94102. ~he en bane will focus on noncore 
procurement and transmission issues. Specifically, the Commission 
is most interested in hearing about problems and proposed solutions 
relating to regulated utility involvement in noncore procurement, 
current cost allocation and rate design, system reliability, and 
capacity allocation. 

The Commission wishes to hear the broadest possible 
spectrum of opinion at its en bane. We seek written comments from 
all interested parties on the issues outlined in this Notice. 
These comments will help us to ensure that the speakers at the en 
bane accurately reflect the full range of interests and opinions on 
noncore qas procurement and transmission issues. Later in this 
Notice, we raise specific questions and list the procedures for 

• filing comments. 
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Following this, the Commission may convene workshops to 
further consider solutions to problems which wore identified at the 
en banco If workshops are scheduled, they will take place in early 
19.90 allow for completion of already-scheduled hearings and 
workshops in the procurement, storage, and pipeline capacity 
proceedings. 

I I. THE CURRENT GAS PROGRAM 

The current gas program is the result of over five years 
of rulemakings, investigations, and decisions. Attachment A 
summarizes the major proceedings that led to the current regulatory 
framework. 

The regulatory framework for natural gas in California 
separates customers according to their demand characteristics and 
alternative fuel capability. Core customers have no alternative 
fuel capability. They continue to receive traditional, bundled gas 
service from the utility. Noncore customers have actual or 
potential alternative fuel capability or are sophisticated enough 
to arrange for their gas supply. For these customers, the 
transportation function has been unbundled from the procurement 
function. 

Although the transmission services have been unbundled 
from the procurement services for noncore customers, regulated gas 
utilities retain their monopoly status in gas transmission. Most 
noncore transportation tariffs are made up of four componentst (1) 
a customer charge, (2) a demand charge that is based on average 
annual usage, (3) a demand charge that js based on peak usage, and 
(4) a variable transportation rate. To enable the utility to 
compete against alternative fuels, the utility is allowed to 
discount transportation rates to noncore customers as necessary to 
keep large customers on utility systems. Thus, tariffed 
transporation ra~GS are effectively ceiling rates for noncore 
customers who are unable to negotiate a better deal with the 
utility. 
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To give gas utilities the incentive to keep load factors 
high, the Co~~18sion's transmission rate design allocates part of 
the utility earnings to the variable transportation rate. 
Utilities are at risk for recovery of fix~d costs allocated to the 
noncore,' although this risk has been partially mitigated by the 
negotiated revenue stability account (NRSA). 

Using the gas transmission services of the regulated 
utility, noncore customers can buy gas directly from a producer, a 
natural gas broker, or one of the Commission-approved gas 
portfolios offered by the regulated gas utility. The utility is 
allowed to offer gas from one of two gas portfolios designed 
exclusively for the noncoret a spot gas portfolio and a 30-day 
firm gas portfolio, The 30-day firm portfolio was authorized in 
0.89-04-080, but currently no utility is offering gas from such a 
portfolio. The utility is also allowed to offer core portfolio gas 
to noncore customers who -elect- to receive this gas for a period 
of one year or more. Noncore customers are allowed to elect core 
portfolio procurement service only when the core portfolio price is 
higher than the current noncore portfolio price. Utilities may not 
target gas supplies to particular noncore customers, nor can they 
offer any other type of noncore portfolio. 

III. ISSUES FOR THE EN BANe HEARING 

The Commission requests written comments on the fOllowing 
set of specific questions. These questions are meant to elicit 
responses in areas of particular interest to the Commission. The 
Commission wishes to hear the broadest spectrum of opinion on 
noncore procurement and transmission issueso_ Parties are welcome 
to include information in other areas if necessary to support their 
opinions in these two areas. 

I. NONCORE PROCUREMENT 

1) What are the problems and benefits associated with 
continued regulated utility procurement for no~core 
customers? What facts, particularly from the first one and 
one-half years of the new gas program, support your answer? 
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a) If there are significant problems, are there solutions 
short of removing regulated utilities from noncore 
prOcurement? (e.g. implementing a capacity brokering 
program) 

b) What would be the best procedural course (011, 
rulernaking, workshops, etc.) for the Commission to 
consider further the role of utilities in noncore 
procurement? .. 

2) Assume that the Commission decides to adopt a policy which 
prohibits regulated utilities from procuring gas for 
nortcore customers. What would your proposal be? In your 
answer, please co~ent specifically onl 

a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

f) 

9) 

What should be done with the core-elect procurement 
option? 

Should utilities be allowed to participate in noncore 
procurement through unregulated affiliates? If so, 
should they be allowed to contract with the parent 
(regulated) utility? 

If the Commission allowed utilities to set up 
unregulated affiliates, what safeguards against cross-
subsidization between parent and affiliate would be 
necessary? 

If the Co~~ission allowed utilities to set up 
unregulated gas. procurement affiliates, how should the 
combined electric and 9as utilities arrange for gas 
supply for their utility electric generation (UEG) 
load? 

How would such a proposal interact with current gas 
issues under consideration by the Commissiona 

1) Capacity brokering, both intra- and interstate: 
2) Storage; 
3) Additional pipelines; and 
4) Other procurement issues 

How will this policy benefit noncore customers? What 
will be its effect on the co~~odity price? Is there a 
danger that a few gas procurers could dominate the . 
market, thus lessening competition? What effect, if 
any, will this policy have on gas-on-gas and oil-on-
gas competition? What facts support your answer? 

How would the Commission maintain current levels of 
supply reliability and price stability for core cus-
tomers? . Is there a danger that more supply or price 
risk would be placed on the core portfolio? What 
facts support your answer? 
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II. UONCORE TRANSKISSION 

1) System Reliability 

a) Which problems with the current gas program can be 
-attributed to a lack of capacity? 

b) Do current curtailment policies need reform? Be 
specific and briefly document you response. 

c) Has the pilot storage banking program been successful? 
By what criteria? l"lhat changes, if any, does it need 
to make it a permanent service to the noncore? 

d) Hill a capacity brokering program help to solve 
current problems? 

2) Cost Allocation and Rate Desiqn 

a) Are existing Co~mission cost allocation and rate 
design policies seriously inequitable or inefficient? 

b) ShOUld the Commission develop a long-run marginal cost 
allocation or improve the existing embedded-cost 
allocation when considering reform of cost allocation 
policies? 

c) Has the Co~~ission gained enough experience with the 
new gas program to consider changing the noncore rate 
design? If so, what changes should be made? What 
would be the likely impact of these changes on core 
customers? 

IV. PROCEDURE FOR FILING COMMENTS 

Parties responding to the issues raised in this Notice 
should file 25 copies of their comments with the Strategic Planning 
Division, c/o Jody Pocta, 505 Van Ness Avenue, san Francisco, 
California 94102. Comments must be received no later than October 
23, 1989 and should be no longer than 40 pages. Documentation to 
support claims made within the page limit may be filed as 
appendices attached to the comments. Filed comments should include 
a summary of no more than three pages. Commenters should also mail 
copies of their comments to all parties in R.SS-08-018 and 
1.88-12-027 (service list attached as Attachment 8) and to any 
other party requesting such information • 
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The en bane hearing will be conduoted in a panel debate 
format. The panel topios will be similar to those presented abOve 
for written comment. Parties invited to speak at the en bane will 
be notified. 

September 22, 1989 
San Francisco, California 
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A'l"1'ACHKRNT A 

THE CPUC'S REGULATORY FRAMENORK FOR NATURAL GASa 
SUMMARY OF )O(.AJOR INVESTIGATIONS, RULEHAKINGS, AND DECISIONS 

1.84-04-079 

R.86-06-006 

1.86-06-005 

-Investigation of the OWens-Illinois gas 
transportation complaint-

D.85-12-102 The Commission adopts a long-term gas 
transportation program. 

0.86-03-057 The COIT~ission orders short-term gas 
transportation tariffs and outlines 
ne\-l rate design and regulatory 
structure. 

-Proposed refinements for new regulatory framework 
for gas utilities· 

-Implementing a rate design for unbundled gas 
utility services consistent \"lith policies adopted 
in 0.86-03-057-

These concurrent proceedings developed details of 
the new regulatory framm.zork for natural gas. 

0.86-12-009 In this decision, the Commission 
adopted rate design principles for the 
new gas industry,structure including 
the unbundling of noncore rates. The 
decision suspends nOfl-EOR, long-term 
transportation tariffs. 

0.86-12-010 In this decision, the Commission 
adopted the new rules for the . 
regulatory and industry structure for 
natural gas in california. Formalized 
the transmission/procurement framework 
for the natural gas industry in 
california. Defined large and 
alternative fuel customers as 
-noncore- and set principles for 
future unbundled service. Adopted 
core and noncore procurement . 
guidelines. Adopted the stipulation 
endorsing the negotiated revenue 
stability account (NRSA, a temporary 
risk-sharing mechanism for utility 
earnings in noncore transmission) and 
the Annual Cost Allocation Proceeding 
(ACAP) • 
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1.87-03-036 

R.88-08-018 

0.86-1~-009 and 0.86-12-010 wor$ modified in part 
byD.87-02-029, D.87-03~044{ D.87-05-
046! D.87-07-044, D.S8-03-0ij5, and 
D.8~-07-017. Speoifically, 0.87-03-
044 retained embedded cost-based rates 
during initial years of the gas 
program and ordered long-run marginal 
cost studies. Also, 0.86-1~-010 was . 
modified by 0.89-07-017 1n regard to 
certain cost-of-gas accounting 
procedures. 

D.87-12-03~ The Coro~ission adopted rates based on 
the rate design principles and 
industry structure set forth in 0.86-
12-009 and 0.86-12-010 for 
implementation on May 1, 1988. 
Decision adopted necessary parameters 
for implementation such as cost of gas 
and throughput forecasts. Among other 
things, this deci~ion addressed 
transition costs. 0.87-12-039 was 
modified in part by D.88-03-041, D.a8-
03-085, and 0.89-07-017. 

·Procurement and System Reliability issues deferred 
from D.86-l2-010M 

Issues considered in this 011 include consideration 
of PG&E·s commodity pricing flexibility proposal, 
the TuSSing/Barlow proposal, underground storage 
proposals, firm interstate pipeline capacity 
access, and multiple noncore gas portfolios offered 
by utilities. Also in this investigation, the 
COIT@ission set out to review core procurement 
guidelines. 

In addition to issues identified in 0.86-12-010, 
furthor issues were deferred from D.87-12-039 and 
added to this investigation. These issues included 
brokerage fees and priority charges. 

0.88-11-034 After hearings on various ~torage 
banking proposals, the Commission 
authorized a pilo~ ~torage banking 
program. The decision also provides 
the principles and policy for a 
permanent gas storage banking program. 

DNatural gas procurement and system reliability 
issues· 

This rulemaking, when opened, was immediately 
consolidated with 1.87-03-036. The OIR addressed 
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the ~utstandlng issues from tho procu~ement 011. 
In the rulemaklng order, tho Co~~lss1on found, . 
among other things, that the Tussing/Barlow 
proposal was premature at that time. 

0.88-12-099 First decision from the procurement 
rulemaking. In it the Commission 
supported the concept of market-based 
utility pipeline allocation proposals 
and ordered utilities to file detailed 
proposals. The Co~~ission retained 
the core-elect option. EOR steamflood 
customers were assigned End-Use 
priority 5. 

0.89-03-014 Commission adopts policies regarding 
brokerage fees for utility procurement 
services. 

0.89-04-080 Commission addresses core procurement 
and marketing policies. Detailed core 
sequencing guidelines were not 
adopted. A policy of optional 
Commission approval of long-term gas 
supply contracts , ... as set. The 
Corr®ission ordered that the portfolio 
price for core-elect customers was to 
be updated monthly. A new 30-day firm 
noncore gas portfolio was authorized. 
The Co~mission also set the scope of 
noncore procurement reasonableness 
reviews. 

"Interstate natural gas pipeline supply and 
capacity available to California-

D.89-02-071 Commission directs utilities to 
continue negotiations for capacity 
assignments and new capacity. . 
Indicated that a higher level of 
utility service is appropriate. 
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SERVICE LIST FOR COMMENTS 

Patrick McDonnell/Leslie Little 
AGLAND ENERGY SERVICES { INC.· 
900 Larkspur Landing CIrcle 
Suite 240 

Larkspur, CA 94939 

Davie T. Holsby 
R. W. BECK & ASSOCIATES 
2121 Fourth Avenue 
Seattle, WA 98121 

John W. Jimison 
BRADY & BERLINER 
1229 19th Street! N.W. 
l-:ashington, DC 20036 

Natalie t'i'alsh 
CALIFORNIA ENERGY COmtISSION 
1516 Ninth Street -
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Julie Simon, Atty. at Law 
COGENERATORS OF SOUTHERN 

CALIFORNIA 
1225 19th St., N.W., No. 200 

William B. Marcus 
JBS ENERGY 
311 -D- Street, Suite A 
West Sacramento, CA 95606 

Martin E. Drunun 
M. E. TECHNICAL SERVICES 
1562 N. Hollister 
Pasadena, CA 91104 

Keith McNair, V. President 
MOCK RESOURCES, INC. 
4 Executive Circle, Stet 200 
Irvine, CA 92714 

Andy Edling/Thomas Deal, Attys. 
ORYX ENERGY CO. 
P. O. Box 2880 
Dallas, TX 75221-2880 
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Patrick B. Lorio 
ORYX ENERGY CO. 
P. O. Box 2880 
Dallas, TX 75221-2880 

Dian M. Grueneich 
LAW OFFICES OF DIAN M. GRUENEICH 
380 Hayes Street, Suite 4 
San Francisco, CA 94102 

Kev i n tioodru f f 
HENl-mOD ENERGY 
2555 Third Street, Suite 110 
Sacramento, CA 95818 

. Robert J. Hohne 
7200 S. Greenleaf.Street 
Whittier, CA 90602 

William M. Booth 
JACKSON, TUFTS, COLE & BLACK 
650 California Street 
San Francisco, CA 94108 

Ed Perez, Asst. city Atty. 
CITY OF LOS ANGELES 
200 North Main Street 
City Hall, East Room 1800 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

Richard M. Blumberg 
MERIDIAN OIL, INC. 
P. O. Box 4239 
Houston, TX 77210 

Ken Randolph 
NATURAL GAS CLEARINGHOUSE 
13430 Northwest Freeway 
Houston, TX 77040 

Billy Gol'tzaies 
PANHANDLE EASTERN 
5400 Westheimer Court 
Houston, TX 77056 
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Gary S. Fiske 
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1623 Fifth St., Ste. C 
Davis, CA 95616 

William S. Shaffran 
CITY OF SAN DIEGO 
Office of the City Attorney 
525 B Street, Suite 2100 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Victor Scocci 
SIMPSON PAPER COY~ANY 
One Post Street, Suite 3100 
San Francisco, CA 94104 

L. P. Lorenze/Glen SUllivan/ 
Mark Binich/Jeffrey Jackson, Esqs. 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS CO. 
810 S. Flo~er Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90017 

Tony O. Hemming, Atty. 
TEXACO, INC. 
10 Universal City Plaza 
Universal City, CA 91608 

David A. Minor 
UNOCAL 
461 S. Boylston 
Los Angeles, CA 90017 

Erik L. Ludtke 
ENRON GAS ~~ETING, INC. 
300 Oceangate Dr., Stet 910 
Long Beach, CA 90802 

Robert K. Keith 
ALBERTA PETROLEUM MARKETING 

COMMISSION 
1900, 250 Sixth Avenue, S.W. 
Calgary, Alberta, CANADA T2p 3H1 

James D. Squeri, Atty 
ARMOUR, ST. JOHN, WILCOX, 

GOODIN & SCHLOTZ 
SOS Sa~sorne St., Stet 900 
San Francisco, CA 94111 

Nancy Thompson 
BARAKAT, HOWARD & CHAMBERLIN 
180 Grand Ave~ue,'1090 
Oakland, CA 94612 
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Patrick Power 
CITIES OF LONG BEACH & PALO ALTO 
2101 Webster Street, Suite 1700 
Oakland, CA 94612 

Judy Anderson/Barton ).I, Myerson 
SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC CO. 
P. O. Box 1831 
San Diego, CA 9211~ 

Frank Cooley/Florence Pinigis 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON CO. 
2244 Walnut Grove Ave. 
Rosemead, CA 91770 

).!alcolm H. Mossman 
TEHACHAPI-CUMMINGS WATER DISTRICT 
2901 -H- Street, #3 
Bakersfield, CA 93301 

Z.Uchael Shames 
U.C.A.N. 
4901 Morena Blvd., Suite 128 
San Diego, CA 92111 

William R. Peitzke 
WILLIAM RESOURCE CO. 
13380 Inwood Drive 
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423 

Martin Whicher, Research Analyst 
MINISTRY OF ENERGY 
56 wellesley St. West, 11th Fl. 
Toronto, Ontario 
CANADA M7A2B7 

Robert G. Leo, Atty. at Law 
AMOCO PRODUCTION COMPANY 
P. O. Box 800 
Denver, CO 80201 

Michael B. Waller, Atty. at Law 
ARENT, FOX, KINTNER, PLOTKIN 

& KAHN 
1050 connecticut Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20036-5339 

Barbara Barkovich 
BARKOVICH AND YAP 
31 Eucalyptus Lane 
San Rafael, CA 94901 
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Del Borggard. 
BONUS GAS PROCESSORS 
900 Ca19ary Houso 

. . 

550 - 6th Avenue s. w. 
Ca19ary, Alberta, CANADA T2p OSI 

Matthew V. Brady, Atty. at Law 
LAW OFFICES OF !'.A'l"l'UEW V. BRADY 
1314 -H- Street, Suite 200 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Gordon E. Davis, Atty. 
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Spear Street To~er, 31st Floor 
One Market Plaza 
San Francisco, CA 94105 

Steven M. Cohn, Atty. 
CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMMISSION 
1516 Ninth Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Paul M. Premo 
CHEVRON, U.S.A. 
1301 McKinney, Room 2468 
Houston, TX 77010 

John D. Quinley 
COGENERATION SERVICE BUREAU 
1415 Dawes Street 
Novato, CA 94947 

Thomas Beach 
CROSSBORDER SERVICES 
1958 University Avenue 
Berkeley, CA 94704 

Philip A. Stohr; Atty 
DOWNEY, BRAND, SEYMOUR & ROlfl'lER 
555 Capitol Mall, 10th Fl. 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Terry Cameron 
FOOTHILLS PIPE LINES, LTD. 
3100 107 -8th Avenue, S.W. 
Calgary, Alberta CANADA T2P 3W8 

Martin A. Mattes, Atty. 
GRAHAM & JAMES _ 
One Maritime plaza, Stet 
San Francisco, CA 94111 

300 
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James L. Hinkle 
President 
HBB, INC. 
P. O. Box 98 
Taft, CA 93268 

Brian J. Hodgins 
BRITISH COLUMBIA PETROLEUM 

CORPORATION 
1199 W. Hastings St. 
Vancouver, B.C. CANADA V63 lT5 

Ronald V. Stassi 
CIT\' OF BURBANK 
P. O. Box 631 
Burbank, CA 91503 

Adrian J. Hudson 
CALIFORNIA GAS PRODUCERS ASSN. 
480Suro~it Springs Road 
Woodside, CA 94062 

C. Hayden ames, Atty 
CHICKERING & GREGORY 
Two Embarcadero Ctr., Stet 740 
San Francisco, CA 94111 

Bruce Connell, Atty. 
CONOCO, INC. 
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Houston, TX 77252 

Timothy J. Jacquet, Counsel 
EXXON CORPORATION 
P.O. Box 2180 
Houston, TX 77252-2180 

Randolph L. Nu, Atty. 
EL PASO NATURAL GAS CO. 
555 California St., Stet 1250 
San Francisco, CA 94111 

W. E. Cameron 
CITY OF GLENDALE 
119 N. Glendale Ave., 6th Fl. 
Glendale, CA 91206-4496 

Leamon W. Murphy 
IMPERIAL IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
P.O. Box 931 
Imperial, CA 92251 
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Norman A. pedersen, Atty. 
JONES, DAY, REAVIS & POGUE 
1450 G Street, N.W. 
Washin9ton, DC 20005 

Michael Alcantar, Atty. 
LINDSAY, HART, NEIL & WEIGLER 
22~ s. W. Columbia, Suite 1800 
Portland, OR 97201 
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Preston A. Miko, Dep. City Atty. 
CITY OF LOS ANGELES 
1800 City Hall East 
200 North Mairt Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

John W. Leslie, Atty. 
LUeE, FORWARD, HAMILTON & SCRIPPS 
110 West A Street 
San Diego, CA 92101 

Mr. s. Orloisky, President 
- Intercon Gas, Inc. 

MEXUS INTERSTATE PIPELINE CO. 
1300 Post Oak Blvd., Stet 540 
Houston, TX 77056 

Robert B. lieisenmiller 
MORSE, RICHARD, WEISENMILLER 

AND ASSOCIATES 
1999 Harrison St., Stet 1440 
Oakland, CA 94612 

l-tichael D. Ferguson 
EL PASO NATURAL GAS CO}{PANY 
P.O. Box 1492 
El Paso, TX 79978 

Geoffrey S.- Yarema, Atty at Law 
NOSSAMAN, GUTHNER, KNOX & ELLIOT 
445 South Figueroa, 31st Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90071 

Roger peters/Jack F. Fallin. Jr. 
PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC CO. 
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San Francisco, CA 94106 

David J. Schultz 
PACIFIC TRANSMISSION COMPANY 
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San Francisco, CA 94105-1570 
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Washington, DC 20036 
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MOBIL NATURAL GAS, INC 
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345 California Street 
San Francisco, CA 94104 
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Thomas J. O'Rourka 
OtROURKE & COMPANY 
44 Montgomery Street, 12100 
San Francisco, CA 94104 
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PACIFIC INTERSTATE TRANSMISSION CO 
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Washington, Dc 20005 
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P.O. Box 407 
Washington, DC 20044 
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TEXACO, INC. 
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Steven M. Harris 
TRANSWESTERN PIPELINE 
101 California St., Stet 2210 
San Franoisco, CA 94111 

P. Wayne soper 
WESTCOAST ENERGY INC. 
1333 W. Georqia Street 
Vancouver, B.C. CANADA V6E 3K9 

Daniel F. Collins, Atty. 
h~OMING-CALIFORNIA PIPELINE CO. 
2000 M St., N.W., Stet 300 
Washington, DC 20036 

Harry K. Winters 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
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Oakland, CA 94612-3350 

Margaret M. McCrory 
ERRA ASSOCIATES 
535 Middlefield Rd., Ste. 140 
Menlo park, CA 94025 
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HENWOOD ENERGY SERVICES, INC. 
2555 3rd St., Suite 110 
Sacramento, CA 95818 

Henry F. Lippitt, II 
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Los Angeles, CA 90068 

Following is a list of names for the 
CALIFORNIA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
505 Van Ness Avenue " 
San Francisco, CA 94102 

James A. Boothe 4-B 
Robert C. Cagen 5031 
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John Dutcher 3102 
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ALJ Kim Malcolm 5115 
Kathleen Maloney 5024 
Jeff O'Donnell 3102 
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Michel P. Florio, Atty. 
TURN 
625 Polk St., Stet 403 
San Francisco, CA 94102 

Harold Talisman, Atty. 
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1050 17th Streetl N.w. 
Washington, DC 20036 

General Counsel 
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION OF NEVAD 
727 Fairview Drive 
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Michelle Cooke 
POXONA COLLEGE 
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Kim Joslin 
ESSO RESOURCES CANADA LIMITED 
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California FUblio Utilities Commission 
Natural Gas program En Bane Hearing 
November 1, 1989 

9,30-9.45 

9145-10&30 

10a30-10145 

10145-12t15 

12115-1*15 

1t15-2*15 

2115-2.30 

2a30-3,3() 

Introduction and comments by Corr~issioners 

Paul Clanon and Mike Day, CPUC 

. Where is the gas program today? 
S~~ary of comments received 

Break 

Panel At Removal of Regulated Utilities from 
Noncore Procurement 

Panel Membersl ArIon Tussing, 5 Producers 

Lunch 

Roger Berliner, Canadian Producer 
Group 

Keith McNair, .Mock Resources 
Southern California Gas Company 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company 

Panel Bt Implementation and Alternatives 
Panel Members! 

Break 

Norman Pederson, So. Calif. 
Utilities Power Pool/Imperial 
Irrigation District 

Keith McCrea, calif. Industrial 
Group/Calif. League of Food 
Processors 

Erik Jacobson & Mark Pocta, CPUC 
Division of Ratepayer Advocates 

San Diego Gas and Electric Company 

Panel Ct Cost Allocation and Rate Design 

Panel Memberst Mike Florio, Towards Utility Rate 
Normalization 
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Kenneth'Baskln, Southern California-
Edison Company, _ 

Terry Hurray, CPUC Divisi6nOf 
Ratepayet Advc)Cates -_ 

Southern Callfornia Gas Company 
Pacific Gas and Electric Company 

5 Minute presentations 

Commissioner closing c6rr~ents 
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Callfornia Public Utilities Commission 
Natural Gas program En Bane Hearing 
November 1, 1989 

PARTIES SCHIIDULBD FOR 5-MllfUTE PRRSKln'AI!'IONS 

Manuel Alvarez, California Energy Commission 

Matt Brady, California Department of General Services 

Ron Merritt, State of New ~exic6 
Ken Randolph, Natural Gas Clearinghouse 

Steven Boss, Sunrise Energy Co. 

Christopher Foster, Trigen Resources Co. 

Pat Power; Long Beach, Bonus, SPURR 

Andrew Safir, City of Palo Alto 

Steve Harris, Transwestern Pipeline 

Indicated Producers 
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CalifQrnia Public Utilities Commission 
Natural Gas Program En Bane Hearing 
November 1, 1989 

INFORXATION FOR PANKLISTS 

Format. Each panel will begin with 5 minute opening statements 
by the panel members. The panelists are asked to address the 
appropriate questions below. The remainder of the panel time 
will be for discussion among the panelists and questions by the Commissioners. 

Panel AI Removal of Regulated Utilities from Noncore Procurement 

1. Why should the Commission consider any proposal of this type? 

2. If the Commission adopts such a policy in general, what would 
your specific proposal be? 

3. How will Core-elect fit into your proposal? 

Panel Bi Implementation and Alternatives .1. If the Commission adopts a policy to remove utilities from 
noncore procurement, how do you recommend addressing some of 
the implementation issues? 
Such as: 

o Affiliate transactions 

o System reliability 

o Standby service 

2. If you don't think this kind of proposal is necessary, what 
- other solutions are appropriate? 

For instancet 

o Capacity Brokering 

o New pipelines 

o The existing program with minor adjustments 

Panel Ct Cost Allocation and Rate Design 

• 
1. Is the Commission's existing natural gas cost allocation 

methodology seriously inequitable or inefficient? 

A-21 
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Should the C6ImDission change its a'oat: allOcation methodOlogy 
or noncore-- rate: design~ - What will be the effect of your -
recommendation on the various customer classes? 

3. What should be the role of long run marginal cost in the 
Commission's natural gAs cost allOCation and rate design 
policies? -
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~r!tten Comments Submitted for November 1, 1989 En Bano Hearing 

1. Bonus Gas Processors (Bonus) 

2. School Project for Utility Rate Reduction (SPURR) 

3. City of Long Beach 

4. California Industrial Group and California League of 
Food Processors 

5. E1 Paso Natural Gas Company 

6. Trigen Resources Corporation 

7. Cogenerators of Southern California 

8. San Diego Gas & Electric Company 

9 • Oryx Energy Company 

10. GasMark Incorporated 

11. California Gas Producers Association 

12. Salmon Resources Limited and Mock Resources IncorpOrated 
13. City of Palo Alto 

14. Southern California Utility Power Pool and Imperial 
Irrigation District 

15. Toward Utility Rate Normalization (TURN) 

16. Sunrise Energy Company 

17. Indicated Producers Group 

18. Canadian Producer Group 

19. Natural Gas Clearinghouse 

20. Alberta Petroleum Marketing Commission 

21. California Energy Commission 

22. University of California 

23. Amoco Production Company 

24. State of New Mexico 
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25. Poco PetroleUms Limited' 

26. Division of Ratepayer Advocates, CPUC 
- -

27. Shell Western Exploration and Production Incorporated 
and Shell Oil Company 

28. ARTA IncorpOrated 

29. Southern California Edison Company 
30. Pacific Gas & Electric Company 
31. Southern California Gas Company 
32. Transwestern Pipeline Company 
33. Carlton Forge liorks 
34. Energy Factors 

35. California Department of General Services 

• 
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G. MITCHELL WILK, Commissioner, concurring I 

Today, we issue two orders that shouid be viewed together 
as the next logical steps in our evoiving gas regulatory 
framework. 

without question, the most vital next step is resolution of 
the pipeline capaoity issue. What began as a narrowly defined 
debate over gas supply to the Enhanced oil Recovery (EOR) market 
has now been appropriately addressed by this Commission as a 
long-term strategic policy for access to a greater diversity of 
additional gas supplies for california's future. It couldn't 
have cone at a better time. Had we listened to parties calling 
for a pipeline to serve only the EOR market, we might have 
seriously short-changed this state's economic and energy future. 

California enjoys a position as the largest single domestic 
market for natural gas, and our needs are growing, especiallY in 
the face of new environmental priorities. Ue should. exercise 
this market power to serve the best interests of both our core 
and noncore markets. Today's order on pipeline capacity reflects 
our long-held priorities and policies, with which most of the 
pipeline proponents have, to varying degrees, complied. It is 
now up to the considerable competitive forces between the various 
proposed projects and their intended customers to determine which 
project(s) should be constructed, when, and how large they should 
be. It is appropriate, and consistent with my long-held view, 
that such forces are able to make these decisions without the 
implied arrogance of government intervention into such details. 

While the delay in reaching this decision may have 
frustrated some parties, all factual evidence as reflected in the 
ever-evolving project proposals demonstrates conclusively that 
our process has worked. It is now up to the project sponsors and 
their customers, including the utilities, to accept their 
responsibilities and make the market work: The ball is no longer 
in our court: the regulators have acted • 

- 1 -
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The ultimate costs assooiated with new pipeline capaoity 
designed for Calitornia's growing needs should be born by those 
who benefit, and both core and noncore are advantaged by 
additional, even reasonable "excess tl capaoity. Any future cost 
allocation proceedings hefore the Commission should recognize 
this result. 

~rnin9 to the orR, I believe this rulemaking is an 
essential and logical follow-up to the process of "re-
examination" started by last fall's En Bane hearing. I have been 
frustrated with the direction and results of our original gas 
policies, and thus felt both the En Bane and the OIR approach 
would. serve to expeditiously identify problems and correct them. 

The proposed rules address noncore issues and the 
occasionallY aWKward participation of our gas and electric 
utilities in the non core marketplace. The overwhelming evidence 
trom the En Banc was the need to IIlevel the playing field" 
(assuming, of course, both new pipeline capacity and a program of 
capacity allocation are in place). Today1s OIR will hopefully 
stimUlate more than just the predictable expressions of economic 
self-interest, whether producer, transporter, or user. Instead, 
I look to the parties to help this Commission formulate policies 
that will both promote and realize the benefits of a competitive 
noncore market. I strongly believe there can be no sacred cows 
except the inSUlation of the core (both electric and gas) from 
excessive risk. 

In the final analysis, the success of our gas program will 
be evidenced by both a secure core at fair prices and a 
competitive noncore marketplace where buyer can meet seller on 
fair terms. 

~== G. MITCHELL WILK, Commissioner 

February 7, 1990 
San Francisco, California 
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I strongly support the majority opinion because it sets 
California more clearly in a position to make gas procurement 
truly competitive. MoreoVer, by separating the merchant function 
the incentives are better defined for LOC's and for gas 
merchants. with gas procurement more clearly defined by market 
forces, gas capacity allocation and gas storage transactions will 
occur without the encumbrance of complex gas procurement rules 
and mixed incentives. 

I am particuiarly concerned to ensure that capacity 
allocation and storage be more competitive and more market driven 
under procurement procedures such as those defined in the draft 
rules. If core-election is discontinued, it will signal that all 
gas procurement is subject to the same rules (the proverbial 
level playing field is created) and that gas capacity brokering 
can occur without undue advantage to any party. This seems 
especially important in light of recent proposals before the 
FERC, such as the proposal by Transwestern, to set forth capacity 
brokering. In order for other interstate pipelines to embrace 
capacity brokering, special advantages in procurement and the use 
of pipeline capacity must be eliminated. 

This Order and the companion interstate pipeline Order 
clearly signal that California wants intra-regional and inter-
regional gas-on-gas competition, as well as pipeline-on-pipeline 
competition. 

with respect to these proposed changes in procurement 
ruJes, the proper sequence, timing, and procedures are of great 
importance. As I said today, I intend to carefully eKamine the 
appropriate timing of these changes in liqht of other 
developments such as new pipeline construction. 

February 7, 1990 
San Francisco, California 


